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1 Introduction 
This document describes the resolved issues and features present in the new build (2.0.19) for the ME 

Design system released on January 22nd 2014. 

2 Enhancements 
ME Design 2.0 implemented the enhancements described in the following subsections. 

2.1 Citrix and Remote Desktop Services Support 

Client virtualization features for Citrix and Remote Desktop Services have been added. Citrix and RDS are 

now fully supported by the software. There are a couple of special setup steps to follow after installation 

of the software on the Citrix machine.  

Special Citrix Setup Requirements 

First, you will want to create a group or role to which you can add your ME Design user accounts. This 

role will need read/write access to the directories where ME Design users will be saving their pavement 

design projects (.dgpx files).  

After creating the group/role account, add your ME Design users to the new group. Open the “Local 

Services” on your Citrix machine and find the “ExecutionManagerWindowsService” or EMWS. Right click 

it and select “Properties”, then click on the “Security” tab. 

From here, you can select your group/role account for the service.  All user accounts utilizing the ME 

Design application (and the EMWS) will now have read/write access to their appropriate network 

directories. 

***Note that without these steps, users will not be able to run ME Design analyses*** 

2.2 Layer by Layer Asphalt Rutting 

The layer by layer asphalt rutting coefficients are now available for analysis purposes. The application 

defaults to using the project single asphalt layer rutting calibration coefficients as the default value for 

the multi-layer rutting coefficients. Please see the help manual for a more detailed explanation of layer 

by layer rutting changes. 

2.3 Traffic Inputs for SI Bins 

The US Customary bins have been converted for rounded SI metric bins. In previous versions, the SI bin 

was a 1:1 conversion from US Customary to SI (i.e. 3000 lbs = 1361 kg). The current version uses SI 

metric bins rounded to the nearest 500 or 1000 kg. Existing ME Design project files are converted during 

load to apply these new limits. 
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2.4 Special Traffic Load 

Users can now input special axle traffic information by selecting a special traffic checkbox on the main 

project tab. Please see the help manual for a detailed explanation. Note that this enhancements affects 

only asphalt (non-PCC) analysis types. 

2.5 Database updates and enhancements 

The database was improved to be more stable and to provide enhanced selection and insert 

functionality. These include the following changes: 

- Multiple object delete now available. 

- Resizable selection and insert dialogs 

- Automatic database updater (database will update to newest version without file/data loss). 

User will need ALTER TABLE rights to use new version. 

2.6 Enhanced help documentation 

Updated the help documentation to reflect software changes. Added server based and local HTML help 

in addition to existing PDF help document. 

2.7 File Converter 

Version 1.x files will need to be converted to the new 2.0 format before they can be run.  This is done 

automatically in ME Design when opening the file.  The user will be prompted to convert the file to 

version 2.0.  

***Once converted, the file will no longer be usable in version 1.x*** 

***Files cannot be converted in batch mode. Up to ten files can be converted at a time using the user 

interface*** 

3 Issues Resolved 
This section will detail the issues resolved in build 2.0.19 since the previous (1.1.39) build was released. 

 

Mantis ID Issue Correction to Software 

3034 Error message when saving special traffic to 
the database 

Issue with member variable in 

traffic save. For special traffic 

some variables are null. This null 

value was throwing an exception. 

Now check to see if this variable 

is null to avoid the exception. 

3033 Update joint spacing and PCC thickness 
limits 

Created a new error subsystem 

for ease of implementing future 

error issues. 
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3030 Anchoring on Database Import Change the anchoring on the 

Database import page to be 

bottom left instead of bottom 

right. 

3029 Change label for special traffic analysis 
location 

Updated interface range file to 

change "transverse direction" to 

"traffic direction" 

3025 does not complete analysis of project No action required 

3023 Update labels for weight bins (SI version) Updated SI bin ranges starting at 

1000, 2000 and 4500. 

3022 Add AC layer 4 rutting Issue is fixed and tested 

3021 Monthly IRI for JPCP in the Excel output 
report starts from Month 0 

Issue is fixed and tested 

3020 Add a column in the Excel report for 
bottom-up cracking at specified reliability 

Issue is fixed and tested 

3019 Excel report does not generate with MS 
Excel 2013 

Issue is fixed and tested 

3017 Unable to increase window size of saved 
libraries in delete from database view 

Add split containers to allow 

resizing of the panes in the 

database delete window. 

3015 Error when inserting project into database Found an error when users try to 

insert projects in general (for 

Oracle). SQL Server truncates 

the values not used by the 

project analysis type (i.e. crcp 

xml element node in a Flexible 

design project). The crcp data 

values were pointing to nothing 

in memory, producing large (or 

very small) values as 

placeholders. The program now 

correctly inserts and retrieves 

only relevant project data. 

3014 Copy and paste of special traffic node from 
one project to another doesn't work 

Reporter was correct that the 

special traffic copy was not 

working properly. Implemented 

copy functionality. 

3013 Copy and paste of traffic node only adjusts 
vehicle distribution, monthly factors and 
axles on first instance of copy and paste 

The controls on the right side 

(non-property grid) controls 

were not updating the project 

until the page was exited or 

project saved. Modified the on 

cell end edit to commit changes 

after every edit. The copy control 

was reading from he project on 

right click copy, not reading from 

the interface. Since the edits 

were not yet committed, they 

were not properly copying. 
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3012 Rut.tmp file headings off by 2 after 
Age(mo),AC1 (mm),Location (mm) 

Issue is fixed and tested 

3011 PDF output report should show layer by 
layer asphalt rutting output if true is seleted 
for multi layer rutting 

Issue is fixed and tested 

3010 PDF report details on predicted rutting 
should be at the design reliability not 50% 

No action required 

3009 PDF output report has 2 graphs related to 
AC bottom-up distress 

The first plot is for Predicted 

Bottom-Up Damage (or Bottom-

Up fatigue damage) in percent. 

And the second plot is for 

Predicted Bottom-Up Cracking 

(or Alligator Cracking) in 

percent. They are different. 

Bottom-Up cracking is calculated 

from Bottom-Up Damage using 

Bottom-Up Cracking transfer 

function. There is no reliability 

associated with fatigue damage. 

There is one extra plot for 

alligator cracking. May be we can 

remove that. Will go as is for 

new version 

3008 Message generated in the output window Issue is fixed and tested 

3007 Stuctural response summaries (text files) for 
special traffic are confusing 

Issue is fixed and tested 

3005 Help documentation should have guidance 
on special traffic 

Issue is fixed and tested 

3001 Special Traffic axle load display name not 
saving 

None of the Special Traffic 

identifiers (display name, state, 

highway, etc) were saving. Code 

modified so that they save 

properly. 

2999 Insert Project Fails with Oracle "Too many 
open cursors" error 

The Oracle and Sql DataBase 

classes now use using 

statements to force disposal of 

command and adapter objects. 

Project now inserts without error. 

*RECOMMENDATION* - No 

progress notification for long 

insert procedure  (3+ seconds). 

User should be notified of 

progress or at least be shown a 

wait cursor while insert process 

is running. 

2997 Sensitivity analysis for special traffic 
(monthly repetitions) does not generate a 
summary report 

Project ran as expected and 

report displayed for tests case 

projects. Possible issue with 

naming of projects (these project 

names get an excel sheet name). 
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May have to limit special 

character input and project name 

length 

2996 Thermal cracking results inconsistent for 
varying HMA thicknesses 

Program is working as intended. 

See notes for details. 

2995 Special traffic data entry fields do not have 
associated text descriptions 

Updated interfacerange.txt file to 

include short descriptions. 

2993 Project will no longer run Modified .td file to allow for 

multiple asphalt layers in special 

traffic scenario. 

2992 AC Layer Rutting Results do not match ME 
Design Baseline Results Spreadsheet 

No change required. 

2991 Encounters Error in Generating Excel Report Issue is fixed and tested 

2990 Issues Saving and Retrieving from Database Could not reproduce the problem 

2986 Error in multi-layer rutting UI Added some white space behind 

each of the layer coefficient rows 

in the InterfaceRange.txt files for 

both US and SI units. Name 

matching was causing the first 

selection in layer 1 to be chosen 

instead of the desired selection. 

2985 Cannot compare rutting on individual layers Temporary before fixing output 

report rutting for different AC 

layers can be extracted from the 

intermediate file rut.tmp (see 

column with caption AC1, Ac2, 

AC3 or AC4). 

2984 Predicted Rutting Distresses do not match in 
US Customary MultiLayer Rutting Folder 

No action required 

2983 Program will not generate a pdf file No action required 

2982 Cannot change the input for indirect tensile 
strength at 14 deg F, (psi) 

No action required. 

2974 IRI results of PCCP file from ME Design 
Version 1.3 Build 1.3.29 does not match ME 
Design 2.0 

No action required 

2973 US Customary V & V Results do not match 
ME Design Baseline Results 

Issue is fixed and tested 

2972 Unable to run analysis on single project (vs. 
batch) 

Issue is related to faulty climate 

data in the project. User must 

resolve issues with climate data. 

(These issues should be showing 

up in the appropriate panes at 

the bottom of the app when on 

the climate pages. Updated the 

sample project files on the 

website to correct the issue 
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2971 Unable to Run Batch Analysis for Test Case 
191 

Uploaded V&V SI projects were 

already converted by new 

version of the program and we 

can use Batch Analysis. No 

action required 

2970 Results from US Customary V&V files does 
not match US Customary Baseline files 

Old values in Excel spreadsheet 

were corrected 

2969 PCCP runs fail to genrate a PDF report This error is on users end. It 

occurs when the servers are slow 

or our IS department is working 

on the system. No action 

required  

2967 Level 1 Input Errors on Binder G* This is a known issue when G* 

data is invalid. No convergence 

possible. Creep Compliance issue 

actually belongs to another bug 

and is currently fixed in version 

2.0. 

2965 Existing AC with Level 1 dynamic modulus 
crashes 

Disabled Level 1 for existing 

layers in AC over AC rehab. 

2964 Sensitivity needs to show Monthly 
Increments not AADTT 

Fixed summary report and 

individual reports working as 

designed. 

2963 Conversion to 2.0 dgpx file fails May need to create special 

conversion utility external to ME 

Design to solve this issue. 

Current workaround is to open 

files via ME Design interface. You 

cannot bulk process outside of 

the "Projects" node. This allows 

you to convert up to 10 projects 

at a time. 

2962 HTML help crashes for local machine option Published new HTML and PDF 

files. This resolved the issue. 

2960 Add/update AC rutting calibration for layer 
2, 3 and 4 

Modified interface range file for 

multilayer rutting. 

2959 Error in creating virtual weather station XP support is ending this year 

from Microsoft. We most likely 

will discontinue testing in XP 

environments as well. 

2956 0002956: Add layer by layer AC rutting 
output in the case of multy-layer rutting 
calibration 

Issue is fixed and tested 
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2955 Error in friction coefficient for Unbonded 
overlays 

Modified base friction to 0.65 for 

unbonded. 

2953 Cannot Add PCC/Flexible Layers when using 
Import from file in the Material Layer 
Selection window 

Fixed earlier this year. Verified 

fix in current version. 

2947 Layer Thickness will not Import from XML 
file 

Thickness won't import 

intentionally as thickness is not a 

material property. 

2946 CRCP results for level 2 and level 3 analysis 
different from expected results in V&V files 

Spreadsheet with v&V results for 

current version will be updated 

on website 

2945 No reports generate for CRCP V&V Level 1 
files 

Updated the V&V project files on 

the website (for new release). 

2943 Error in special traffic Updated interface range file. 

2940 Creep Compliance Level 1 Error Message Creep compliance error checking 

reconfigured in version 2.0. 

Addressed by previous mantis 

issue. Issue fixed and tested 

2861 userMultiLayerRutting interface field wrong Updated usesMultiLayer in the 

interface range file and modified 

EditorAttribute. 

2860 Can not delete more than one thing from 
the database at once 

Multiple database item delete is 

now working. Test: Add multiple 

revisions or multiple objects to 

database. Select multiple 

objects. Select Delete button. All 

objects disappear. Test: Go to 

test database and try single and 

group deletes for each object. 

2859 When traying to open the code, get an error 
message. 

This problem fixed in previous 

versions of software. Client was 

using earlier version before the 

fix. Updated to new version fixed 

the problem. 

2858 Enable P200 in JPCP IRI equation Enabled P200 in JPCP IRI 

equation. Fixed bug in FileWriter 

that was keeping P200 from 

being written to 

JPCPIRIInput.txt. Fixed bug in 

JPCP_IRI where P200 was being 

set to 0. Updated JPCP_IRI 

version file. 

2857 Labels need updated Mis-spelled properties in the 

interfacerange.txt file. 

2856 Special Traffic - Running Analysis causes 
blocking error in SI 

Issue was fixed and tested 
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2854 Saved Database Library Empty and Error 
inserting traffic: Incorrect syntax near the 
keyword 'inner' 

Error in get library. Caused by 

repeat of word inner (inner inner 

join) which probably caused by 

bad search and replace. 

2850 Transverse (Thermal) Cracking is not 
calculating properly when varying the AC 
Base Course (all other inputs the same) 

The thermal cracking does not 

monotonically increase due to 

nodal spacing in temperature 

calculations. The slightly 

different node sizes causes small 

changes in temperature 

predictions which has small 

impacts on differing pavement 

thicknesses. Program is working 

as intended. 

2849 Achived reliability for AC Bottom up cracking 
should be 100% or less 

Modified IRIFlexible so as to cap 

AC Bottom cracking reliability to 

100%. 

2848 Total AC cracking should be 100% or less Capped total cracking at 100% in 

IRIFlexible. 

2847 Error inserting material: Incorrect syntax 
near the keyword 'inner' 

All cases of "inner inner join" 

have been removed. Inserting 

each of the objects works 

properly. 

2846 Error list does not show climate errors in 
some cases 

Add the 

ClimateOject.CheckClimateObject 

function to the open. 

2845 Bug in CRCP  user defined crack spacing Modified the 

CRCPDesignPropertyGrid object 

to properly save uses input CRCP 

crack spacing. Modified the 

output report to properly report. 

2842 Proper encryption of usernames and 
passwords in ME Design Database 

Updated for Oracle and MS-SQL 

provider. Issue has been fixed 

and tested. 

2841 Import Layers not working when the layer to 
import to is selected 

Verified that this has been fixed 

for version 2.0 

2825 Friction loss between base and CRCP slab at 
year 20 

No action required 

2822 Importing a layer from a database Bug in creation of asphalt layer 

from Database Library. Layer 

now properly assigned. 

2820 Error in importing/exporting XML file This bug is an analog to the Get 

from Database error that was not 

updating if selected on material. 

Now fixed. 
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2819 cannot run new rigid pavement analysis This issue is due to your anti 

virus software deleting the 

crackingBOL.exe. Please contact 

your IT department to white list 

the executables related to ME 

Design. No action required 

2817 Program Crash on Asphalt IRI Error in building of rehab_mod in 

ExececuteHeff. Error in 

determining thickness of the AC 

layer (rounding in thickness 

determination). Updated and 

reversioned ExecuteHeff.  

2802 Level 1 creep compliance refreshing issue Error check on number of Level 1 

creep compliance was checking 

wrong input before loading. The 

after load check was correct. 

Error check now properly 

updates error check. 

2801 Incorrect friction coefficient between PCC 
slab and stabilized base 

For JPCP analysis the program 

now uses 0.85 for granular and 

0.65 for stabilized. 

2796 Software Licensing activation only works for 
the account it was activated on 

Issue has been fixed, licensing is 

no longer based on local user 

registry but on an encrypted file. 

2795 Software reinstalls when user accounts are 
switched 

Removed the depedant file on 

the my documents folder location 

(within the installer) and i can no 

longer recreate the bug. 

2790 Inconsistent calculated value for Creep 
Compliance 

Property grid was not updating 

on display. Only the underlying 

data structure. Required user to 

enter twice. Fix to work properly. 

2789 Calibration standard deviation value of 4 
crashes flexibleIRI 

None of the models allowed for 

non-entry of the target distress. 

Modified the CalculateEvaluate in 

DarwinDataObjects to properly 

handle the case of standard 

deviation models without 

DISTRESS. 

2788 cannot view the running status on the 
screen 

Issue confirmed resolved by 

user. - No action required. 

2787 PCC-base friction for Unbonded overlays Disabled the ability to choose 

Full Friction for JPCP unbonded 

analyses 
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2785 Missing software component (cracking.exe) Several anti-virus software suites 

detect cracking.exe as potentially 

containing a trojan. ARA and at 

least one virus vendor have 

verified that the file is clean and 

does not contain a trojan. As a 

work around, add cracking.exe to 

your anti-virus ignore/whitelist. 

2784 Missing "DARWin-ME.msi" file No Action Required 

2778 Failed Output Generation Program locked DLLs. Removal 

of temporary dlls has resolved 

the problem. Confirmed as 

working by user. 

2777 The climate summary shown on the 
software is different from the .PDF output 
file 

The summary in the interface is 

for the entire file. The summary 

in the pdf is for the portion of the 

climate file used in the analysis. 

Effected by start date, length of 

analysis, etc. No action required. 
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4 Outstanding Issues 
This section will detail known existing issues in this release of the software and any workarounds 

available for those issues. 

Note:  When optimizing the thickness of asphalt overlays of existing asphalt pavements, 

reflective cracking is not currently being used as an optimization parameter during 

design calculations.  This issue will be addressed in a future release of ME Design.  Until 

such time, the user is advised that the final thickness solution arrived through 

optimization be verified to ensure that the reflection cracking check is also satisfied.  

The overlay thickness may need to be changed manually to satisfy the reflective 

cracking criteria. 

 

Mantis ID Issue Known Workarounds 

   

0002674 Water Table has no effect on 

calculated distresses 

 

Ran factorials of HMA 

projecrs with different base 

and subgrade materials for 

two values of WT depth - 5 

ft and 60 ft. 

 

Impact of WT depth on 

distresses was marginal for 

all types of soil. 

None 

0002670 Level 1 Creep Compliance 

Temperatures 

 

Low, Mid, and High 

Temperature levels are fixed 

(-4F, 14F, 32F) for Level 1 

creep compliance inputs. In 

MN, XX-34 binders are 

required for all new 

construction. According to 

AASHTO T322, this requires 

creep compliance at 

different test temperatures 

(-22F, -4F, -14F). 

 

This request is outside the 

scope of minor modifications 

to the Pavement ME Design 

maintenance. It is under 

review for future upgrades. 
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*Edit* (-22F, -4F, 14F) for 

XX -34 binders. AASHTO 

T322 11.1 

   

 

 

5 FAQ 
The analysis seems to halt partway through execution and never finishes.  What’s going on? 

Often this is the case when the project has been saved to a location where either the ME Design 

executable or the ExecutionManagerWindowsService (EMWS) does not have read/write permissions.  

The EMWS is used to run the analysis and does by default has “local system” privileges. Usually these 

privileges are insufficient for writing necessary analysis files to common save locations such as network 

drives. 

To resolve this issue, you can try saving the project locally (such as in your My Documents or My ME 

Design directories) and then rerun the analysis. Alternatively, you can change the logon permissions for 

the EMWS in local services in Windows to an account with access to the saved project file location. Note 

that this will require administrative permission on your machine. 

0002456 - Special Axle Configuration 

I am trying to run an analysis using "Special Axle Configuration", but I can't find this option within the 

software. Is "Special Axle Configuration" still available in ME Design? 

Special axle is now available as of build 2.0.19 in ME Design. Please see the help manual for further 

instructions. 

ME Design seems to be installed and working fine until the user tries to analyze a pavement section 

and gets the following message in the output box. “…Unable to start due to execution fault.” 

The user needs to access the local services on their machine, locate the 

ExecutionManagerWindowsService and restart it.  They then need to restart ME Design.  That should 

resolve the issue. 

I am using AASHTO ME Design Version 1.1 Build 1.1.32. It gives an error (Figure 1) when I make one of 

the rows of classes in axle load distribution (Single, Tandem, Tridem and Quad) equal to zero. Further 

software does not allow to run the project before fixing this error. I think it should be a warning 

message instead of a compulsory requirement to run the project, as it is not necessary that all classes 

has to be present in a axle load distribution. This problem was not present in the previous version of 

ME Design (Version 1.0.18). 
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Enter axle load distribution “100” instead of “0” at the lowest weight level (see blue highlighted cell in 

the attached screenshot). This is a temporary solution. It will be fixed in the next release. 

6 Upgrading 
To upgrade to the newest version of the software, users will need to uninstall the current version and 

then reinstall the new version of the software on their machines.  They will be required to input their 

license code after the program is installed and run.  Users using a network based license will be required 

to input the license service URL as well.  The new version of the software can be downloaded at 

http://www.me-design.com. 

  

http://www.me-design./
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7 Contact information 
If you have any questions regarding these release notes, or regarding the ME Design software, please 

contact the ME Design Support Team at: 

The ME Design Support Team 

Email:    pavementmedesign@ara.com 

Phone: 1-877-500-3496 

Monday through Friday 

8:00am – 5:00pm CST 


